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I. Introduction 

In the recent time interest is focussed on investigations into difference
differential equations, because of the wide scale of applications. Nevertheless 
the numerical methods for solving this kind of equations have not developed 
so far. Here it is attempted to find a general theorem for the equation y'(t) = 

= F[t, y(t), y(t - cv)] (cv > 0), and the convergence of a spline method. Finally 
some problems are discussed concerning the numerical stability of the presented 
method. 

2. (w, h)-step method 

Let us consider the difference-differential equation 

u'(t) = F[t, u(t cv)] (1) 

with initial function u(t) = g(t) for 0 w. Assume nice properties on 
F(t. u, v) by which the uniqueness and existence of (1) have becn made sure. 
For instance F(t, u, v) is assumed to be analytic and g'(m - 0) = 

= F[w, g(w), g(O)]. Let w = hn (where n is a fixed integer) and tIc = kl!, 
k = 0, 1, ... u" stands for the computed value and u(t,,) means the exact 
value of the solution of (1) at t = tIc' 

An (cv, h)-step method means first to detennine the discrete values u" 
for k = (n + 1), (n + 2) ... , 2n, and a well defined interpolant of u(t) based 
on point t" and on computed values It,,. Then a solution is based on [w, 2w], 
denoted by Sl(t). Second, the method is repeated on [2cv, 3w] having initial 
function Sl(t) on [0, 2w]. Repeating the same (w, h)-step for any large t yields 

the interpolant. Since t" - w = (k - n) h = t"_n we have u(t" w) = It''_n = 

= g(t"_n) for n < k < 2n, and if nl:S;; k n(l + 1) then u(t" - (0) = u"_Tl = 
= s/(t,,_n)' where s/(t) is the interpolant of u(t) in the intervaIlw t < (I + 1)(0. 
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Let 

(2) 

for k = (n + 1), (n + 2) .... The functionl/>(t, u, v, lV, h) is called the implicit 

increment function of the method. If e" = u" - u(t,J = 0 (hP), P being the 
greatest number for which the relation holds, then p is the discretization order 

of the method. If u E C2, 1f(u, t) is the used interpolant on (lw, (l + 1) (I) with 
1}(u, td u(t,J then ii &(i)(u, t) - u(i)(t)iic = 0 (hq-i), (i = 0, l),q is said to he 

the order of interpolation. 
It is also assumed to have a "good" interpolation method where, if 

i u(t,J - v(t,J 1< KhT for nl k n(l + 1) then I1 &(i)(u, t) - 19 (i)(v, t)!:c= 
O(hr-i), (i = 0,1), with r > 1 holds. 

Let i!S)i)(t) - u(i)(t) iic = O(hGi) (i = 0,1). [Go, G1] is said to he the global 

order of ((I), h) - step method. A global method on [a, b] is called convergent if 
Go > 1 and G1 > o. W ewill prove the following theorem on convergence. 
Theorem 1. Let I/>(t, u, v, w, h) be the implicit increment function of the method 

applied for (1). Assume F(t, u, v) to be an analytic function and a good inter

polation with order q '> 2. The function I/>(t, u, v, w, h) satisfies a Lipschitz 

condition for 0 h < ho, t :.:>: (I), = < u, v, Hi <=, that is, there exists L .::.--- 0 
such that 

i I/>(t, u, v, 10, h) -I/>(t, U, v, w, h) i < L{ i u - ul + I v - v! + iw - u'i} (3) 

l1;Joreover 1/>;, is continuous at lz = O. Then the condition 

I/>(t, u, v, le, 0) F(t, u, v) (-1) 

is necessary and sufficient for the convergence. The condition (4) is said to he the 
consistence relation. 

Proof: The idea of the proof comes from the result by P. Henrici [1]. 
At first we prove that (4) is sufficient .. -\.;.sume 

I/>(t, u(t), u(t - (I). u(t), 0) = H(t, u(t), u(t - (I)) 

Whenever u(t) is a solution of (1) then u(t (I) g(t - (I); hence H(t, ll(t), 

g(t - w» h(t, ll(t». According to the theorem of Cauchy-Peano there exists 
a solution of the initial value problem h(t. z) = z', z(cu) = zoo Let z(t) the solu
tion of this problem. 

(5) 

k = (11 ..:... 1), (n -+- 2) ... , tit is defined as above, then eJ; = Z]l - z(tk ) can be 
proven to tend to zero as lz -. 0; more exactly ek = 0(h2) will he proven. 
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Denote 

then 

By the mean-value theorem there is 0 such that 0 0 :S: 1 and .d(t", z(t,,), h) = 

= h(t" + Oh, z(t" Oh)). Writing 

([J(t", z,,' g(t" - (I), z/r+l' h) - d(t", z(t,,), h) = 

= ([J(t", z,,' g(t" -0;), z"+l' It) - ([J(t", z(t,.), g(t" - (0), Z(t/r+l)' h) + 
+- ([J(t", z(t,J g(t" - (I), Z(t/r+l)' h) - Q'>(t", z(t,.), g(t" - 0;) , Z(t/r+l) , 0) 

+ ([J(t", z(t,J, g(t" - (I), Z(tI;+1)' 0) - h «(t" Oh), z(t" + Oh)) . 

By virtue of (3) and (4) and uniform continuity ofQ'>(x, u, v, w, h) on the 

compact set {O h;:.S:; ho, t E [w, 2w], u = z(t), v = get - (0), w z(t + h)} 
we obtain 

rp(h) = max [Q'>(t, z(t), get co), z(t h), h») -
IE[w,2wJ (8) 

- ([J (t, z(t), get - w), z(t h), 0)] = O(h) 

continuous at h = 0 and q;(h) - 0 as h -+ O. 
By a similar argument 

lP(h) = max [h(t, z(t») - h(t + Oh, z(t + Oh»)] = O(h) 
tE[w,2w] (9) 

o :< 0 1 

continuous at h = 0 and tends to zero. 

[e,,+1' < le,,1 + h I L(le,,[ + \elc+ll) + rp(h) + lP(h) 

lel,,(1 +- hL) + hL[elc+l! +- h(lrp(h)[ + i~)(h)i) . 
Hence 

(10) 

Therefore by (8), (9) and (10) 

(
1 + 2hL) exp _._-- -1 

hi' , 1 hL _ 2 
le,,! < 1 _ hL (q;(h)i I I~)(h)i) 1 + 2hL - O(h ) (ll) 

h---
I-hL 

if h < ho whenever hL < 1/2. 
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Hence in the caseH(t, u(t), u(t-w») = F(t, u(t), u(t-w») andtE [w,2w] 
we have u(t) z(t). 

Now let D1 k be the interpolant function having values Uk at t = tk' then 

IID1,k(t) - u(t)lic' 1;191,/((t) - fj(u, t)jic + Ilfj(u, t) - u(t)llc < 0(h2) + O(hq
) = 

= 0(hG1
) where G1 = min {2, q} 2 by assumption. 

Since the interpolation method is good, 

hold, where G; 2 - i, the method is convergent on [w,2w]. Denote by 
8 1(t) the function defined on [0,2w] 

{
g(t) for t E [O,w] 

8 1(t) = G () f (2 ] lJ 1,1, t or t E w, w 
(12) 

then 118 1(t) - u(t)llc[o,~wl = 0(hG1
). 

To get the approximate solution of (1) by the method let us consider the 
following initial value problem 

{ 
u'(t) = F(t, u(t), u(t - w») 
u(t) = S1(t) for 0 t :::;: 2w 

(13) 

Then (2) is approximate solution of (13) in [2w, 3w] as in the first part of the 
proof. Let 82(t) be the approximation of solution given by (2) and the interpo
lation procedure. Denote by ii(t) the exact solution of (13) and be u(t) stand 

for the solution of (1). Let us estimate IS2(tk) - u(tk)! for k = (2n + 1), (2n +2), 
... 4n. From the previous part of the proof it follows that 

(14) 

Since F(t, u, v) in analytic function, by virtue of (12): 

F(t, u(t), u(t - w») = F(t, u(t), 8 1(t - w») --L 0(hG1
) (15) 

on 2w::;:: t :::;; 3w. Hence 

Integrating both sides of (1) and (13) from 2w to t" it follows from (15): 

iu(t,,) - ii(t,J I < iu(2w) - ii(2w) I + 
2wL{iiu(t - w) - 8 1 (t - w)llc[2w,3wl + 0(hG1)}. 

(16) 

(17) 
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Comparing (H), (16) and (17) we obtain: 

(i)( ) (i)( )" O(hGi) :IS~ t - u t I,C[~w,3wJ = . 

Repeating the presented argument the sufficiency of theorem is seen likewise 
on any finite interval [a, b] c [0, co). 

Necessity. Assume that there is (t, u) such that t E (01, 201], H (t, u(t), 
u(t - 01)) "'--c~ F(t, u(t), u(t - w»). Then the equationz' = H(r, z(r),g(r - w»)= 
= h(r, z(r» has a solution satisfying z(t) = u. By virtue of the proof of suffi
ciency zk ~~- u(t) z" defined by (5) - as h ->- 0. This fact ohviously leads to 
a contradiction, since z(t) ~ u(t) on [01,201] is impossihle and assuming 
z(t) = u(t) on rw,2w] then z'(t) = h(t, z(t») = H(t, u(t), g(t - w)) ~~ F(t, u(t), 
g(t - w») = u'(t) by assumption. A similar argument shows the necessity on 
any interval [a, b] c [0, co). The proof is complete. 

Remark. From the theorem no convergence on the whole line follows 
since the constants are increasing, hut from the proof it is seen that the con
stants appearing at the estimations depend only on CP, F, g and on the length 
of the interval where the solution has to be approximated. (For the whole real 
line see Prohlem 1.) 

3. Spline approximation 

More details on spline see in [2]. A cuhic Hermite spline on I = [a, b] 
is a function of C2(I) having it knots at points to = a < t1 < t2 ... < tn = b 
such that on each suhinteryal [ti' ti+ 1] that is a cuhic polynomial. 

Using the Hermite interpolation theory we have 

Lemma 1. There is a unique cubic po(ynomial s(t) on [bp,ep] such that it 
satisfies the conditions 

and it is of the form; 

where It = ep - bp' 

s(b p ) = Sb 

s'(b p ) = sI, 
s(ep ) = Se 

s'(e p) = s; 
(18) 

(19) 
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From (19) we obtain 

6 6 4, 
s"(b p) = -- h

2 
Sbp+ "h2 sep - h sbp 

2 
-s' h ep 

Therefore, if s(t) is a cubic Hermite spline on [t g , t1] U [tl' t2] 

then 

ti = to + ih, s(ti ) = Si' s'(ti ) = S; 

S2 - So = 
h 

(S~ + 4s~ + S;) . 
3 

(This formula is the well-known Simpson-formula) 
Using (21) to (1) on [w, 2w] with step length h = coin we obtain 

(n 1) ... (2n - 2). 

(20a) 

(20b) 

(21) 

By assumption for F, (22) can be solved by iteration when h < ho, provided 

U 1;, U k + 1 are known. 
Hence (22) will furnish the discrete solution Sl(trJ = u" provided U o and 

U 1 = Sl(t1) are used as starting values. This means, U 1 has to determined some
how - U o = Sl(tO) = u(co) = g(w) -. 

Determination of u 1 and the implicit increment function. From (20a) on 
[co, w + It] we obtain 

in need of: s~(w + h) = F(w + h, Sl((U + h), g(/z)) ; 

[ 
h 2 

sr(w + h) - g(w) = h 6 g" (co) + 3 F(w, g(w), g(O)) + 

+ ~ F(w + h, Sl(W + h),g(h))J' (24) 
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or on the interval [tk' tk+1] c [lw, (1 + 1) w] 

[ 
h 2 

sk+ 1 - sIc = h (5 S7_1 (tk_n) + 3 F( tk, s(t,.), SI_l(tk_n)) + 
(25) 

1 ~ 

+"3 F(tk+1 Sk+1' SI-l (tk+1-n») J. 

Theorem 2. The cubic Hermite spline method is a convergent global method of 
order [2, 1] 

Proof: The implicit increment function (25) 

1>(t, u(t), u(t - (I), u(t + h), h) = 

h 
u"(t 

6 

2 1 
(I) +"3 F(t, u(t), u(t - w») + "3 F(t + h, u(t + h), u(t + h - w») 

statisfies the condition of theorem 1. The cubic Hermite interpolation gives a 
good interpolant with r = 4 (see [3]). 

Remark. To use (22) Sl(W h) = U 1 can be obtain by iteration from (25) 
by the analyticity of F. 

4. Supplementary notes 

In [3] it is proved that the higher-order spline methods (m 4) are 
unstahlc. Rela:s:ing the continuity restrictions it is possible to generate stable 
high order spline methods for numerically solving the problem (1). (For 
starting ideas see [4].) 

Let us consider the equation 

u'(t) + a u(t) -:- b u(t - (I) = 0, a> ib. (26) 

For this equation the zero IS a stahle solution. The question naturally arises 
whether a numerical solution of (26) tends to zero or not. For ordinary differ
ential equations Dahlquist [5] defined the so-called A-stahility. After Dahlquist 
we define (w, A)-stability: A numerical method (glohal (w, h)-step one) is said 
to he (w, A)-stahle, whenever, applied to Eq. (26) with all the roots of the 
characteristic polynomial z + a + be _w= = ° have negative real parts, the 
computed U k values tend to zero as tk -~= and h is fi:s:ed. 

Problem 1. To give a sufficient condition for «(I), A)-stability. 

6 Periodica Polytcchnica El. 221 2-3. 
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Problem 2. Is the method described in item 3 (w, A)-stable? We should 
note that a similar problem has been solved [4] for ordinary initial value prob
lems. 

Summary 

The present paper gives a sufficient and necessary condition on implicit increment func
tion related to global methods for solving numerically the difference-differential equation 

y'(t) = F[!, y(t), y(t (0)] . 

A spline method is also discussed with respect to the above equation. 
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